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The topic assigned to me has two dimensions. One refers to interregionalism, that is, the relations 

between the African Union and the European Union with special consideration of the Mediterranean 

Sea as the venue of their interactions; the other evolves around the Mediterranean Sea, currently as 

the European Union’s southern and the African Union’s northern boundary. The two dimensions 

emerge from the dual character of boundaries as zones both of separation and interconnection. 

However, in the longue durée, the Mediterranean has defied geographical determinism in that it has 

displayed a significant shift in emphasis in its overall character from a connecting to a separating 

device. From the sixth century BCE to the fifteenth century CE, extant Ancient Near Eastern, Jewish, 

Byzantine, Occidental and Arab world maps have conveyed evidence for a vision of the world as a 

cohesive tricontinental space centered on the Mediterranean,
1

 while lending expression to the 

universalist claim that all this space should be or become subjected to one single ruler or institution 

of rule.
2

 In this context, the Mediterranean as mare nostrum was everything but a separating device. 

                                                 
1 Visualised among many in the so-called psalter map, London: British Library, Add. Ms. 28681, fol. 9r. For an 

early statement see: Bede, De natura rerum, chap. LI: Divisio terrae, ed. Jacques-Paul Migne, Patrologiae cursus 

completus. Series  Latina, vol. 90, col. 187-278, at col. 276. See also: Situs orbis vel regionum [Ms. Paris: 

Bibliothèque nationale de France, Fonds Latin 4841; end of the seventh x beginning of the ninth century], ed. 

Patrick Gautier Dalché, in: Revue d’histoire des textes 12/13 (1983), pp. 149-179; pp. 162-177: text edition; pp. 

164-165 (= fol. 1r-2v), chap. V; Hugues  of St Victor, De Arca Noe Mystica, chap. XIV, ed. Migne, as above, vol. 

176, col. 681-704, at col. 700f. For studies see, among many: Jörg-Geerd Arentzen, Imago mundi cartographica. 

Studien zur Bildlichkeit mittelalterlicher Welt- und Ökumenekarten unter besonderer Berücksichtigung des 

Zusammenwirkens von Text und Bild, Munich 1984; Anna-Dorothee von den Brincken, Mappa mundi und 

Chronographia. Studien zur imago mundi des abendländischen Mittelalters, in: Deutsches Archiv für Erforschung 

des Mittelalters 24 (1963), pp. 118-186; Evelyn Edson, Mapping Time and Space. How Medieval Mapmakers 

Viewed Their World, London 1997, pp. 52-96; Brigitte Englisch, Ordo orbis terrae. Die Weltsicht in den Mappae 

mundi des frühen und hohen Mittelalters, Berlin 2002; Patrick Gautier Dalché, Tradition et renouvellement dans 

la représentation de l’espace géographique au IXe siècle, in: Studi medievali, Third Series, vol. 24 (1983), pp. 

121-165; Margriet Hoogvliet, Pictura et scriptura. Textes, images et hermeneutique des mappemondes du Moyen 

Age long (XIIIe–XVIe siècles), Turnhout 2007; Naomi Reed Kline, Maps of Medieval Thought. The Hereford 

Paradigm , Woodbridge 2001; Danielle Lecoq, ‘La “mappemonde” du De arca noe mystica de Hugues de 

Saint-Victor (1128–1129), in: Monique Pelletier, Ed., Géographie du monde au moyen âge et à la Renaissance, 

Paris 1989, pp. 9-29; Bruno Reudenbach, Die Londoner Psalterkarte und ihre Rückseite, in: Frühmittelalterliche 

Studien 32 (1998), pp. 164-181. 
2 Otto III had the solemnity of his position be represented in book miniatures featuring him as the world emperor. 

Artists in the monastery of Reichenau in Lake Constance created one of these pictures and inserted it into a 

manuscript of the work by the Jewish historian Flavius Josephus. The picture shows Otto sitting on the throne 

with a crown on his head, holding in his hands the sphaira, later known as the Imperial Apple, and the staff as 

symbols of the Empire. The sphaira is decorated with a cross and can therefore be identified as the symbol of the 

world as the Christian-ruled globe to come. The Imperator, as shown in this picture, was thus the bearer of the 

globe. Later images featured the sphaira no longer with a cross but with a capital T. This letter often served as a 

schematic means to divide the world into the three continents of Africa, Asia and Europe, most frequently in 

manuscripts containing Isidore’s Encyclopaedia. Already Caesar had used the sphaira as a material representation 

of the globe, it reappeared as part of the ninth-century statuette showing Charles I holding it in his left hand. 

Hence, as a document of the claim for universal rule, the sphaira could not only appear in pictures but also as a 

material object. The use of the sphaira thus shows that Otto III did in fact try to act as descendant from the 

Eastern as well as the Western Roman Imperator, uniting both hemisphere in his hand and thereby renewing the 

claim towards world rule. See: Percy Ernst Schramm, Sphaira – Globus –  Reichsapfel, Stuttgart 1958, pp. 12-14. 
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However, in the course of the Middle Ages, the universalism inherent in this world picture, while 

continuing to impact on politics, was no longer necessarily borne out by manifest secular institutions 

of rule but became deinstitutionalised into religious beliefs and knowledge traditions. From of the 

sixteenth century, then universalism has no longer underpinned world maps and has ceased to 

exercise a formative influence on practical politics with monarchia universalis turned into a 

catchword for dictatorship; as a result, the Mediterranean has become perceived as a seaway mainly 

separating states and states systems, East from West and North from South. However, the very 

notion of continents has, historically, been thoroughly tied to universalism, not just around the 

Mediterranean, but also in East As ia, where structurally similar world pictures remained on record 

well into the nineteenth century.
3

  

                                                                                                                                               
On the use of monarchia universalis see: Franz Bosbach, Monarchia universalis. Ein politischer Leitbegriff der 

frühen Neuzeit. Göttingen 1988. 
3 As shown in the fourteenth-century Gotenjiku-zu語天竺図  (world map); ed. Egon Klemp, Asien auf Karten. Von 

der Antike bis zur Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts, Weinheim 1989, nr. 5; Nanba Matsutarō南波松太郎, Old Maps in 

Japan, Osaka 1973, pp. 160-177. This type of world map remained productive well into the eighteenth century; 

original of 1749 in the Kobe City Museum. 


